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Abstract 
A variety of nano-scale structural instabilities formed in different metastable β titanium alloys have been 
systematically investigated using advanced characterization techniques. The characteristics of three different 
types of nano-scale structural instabilities, the transformation mechanisms and pathways involved and the 
critical experimental conditions to generate such nano-scale phases will be reviewed and summarized, 
including athermal ω phase with hexagonal structure, O' phase with orthorhombic structure, and 
incommensurate modulated nanodomains. The athermal ω phase has been observed in the as-quenched state 
in Ti-xMo (x=12, 15 and 181), Ti-18Mo-5Al, Ti-20V, Ti-5Fe, Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (Ti-5553) and Ti-24Nb-
4Zr-8Sn (Ti-2448). O' phase has been characterized to co-exist with athermal ω phase in the as-quenched 
state isomorphous titanium alloys, including Ti-26Zr-2Al (at.%), Ti-18Mo, Ti-18Mo-5Al, Ti-5553 and Ti-
2448. Incommensurate modulated nanodomains were found in compositionally graded Ti-xFe alloy when 
the athermal ω phase is suppressed. These various nano-scale structural instabilities need to be taken into 
consideration when designing novel metastable β titanium alloys to optimize the mechanical performance by 
microstructure engineering.   
 
Introduction 
Metastable β titanium alloys have attracted significant amount of attention in recent years, due to the 
combination of great properties, such as high strength, low modulus, excellent corrosion resistance and 
superior creep resistance at intermediate temperature [1, 2]. The microstructure of metastable β titanium 
alloys is very sensitive to the composition and thermo-mechanical processes, and therefore its performance 
can be manipulated by the accurately controlled microstructure engineering [3]. In the last decade, the design 
of novel metastable β titanium alloys mainly arises from two strategies: To improve the strength by the 
precipitation strengthening involving refined scale hcp structure alpha phase [4] and to improve the ductility 
by the introduction of TRIP (transformation induced plasticity) and TWIP (twinning induced plasticity) effect 
[5]. Both of these two strategies focus on the very narrow composition range in which martensite (α' or α'') 
phase is suppressed at room temperature, but many other nano-scale structural instabilities may also be 
formed [6]. With the development of the advanced characterization techniques, especially the atomic 
resolution aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy, a variety of nano-scale novel 
phases have been reported by different research groups in metastable β titanium alloys: A new B2 structured 

 
1 All compositions introduced in this manuscript are in weight percent if not specified individually.  
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phase was characterized in the thin foil heat treated at 300°C via both in-situ and ex-situ TEM observations 
in Ti-15Mo [7]. Nanoscale diffusionless isothermal ω phase was reported for the first time in Ti-V alloys 
driven by the compositional fluctuation [8]. In the solution-and-quenched metastable β titanium alloys, Kim 
et. al. reported the nano-scale domains formed in Ti-Nb-O alloys due to the atom shuffle activated by the 
local strain field of interstitial oxygen atom [9]. Wang et. al. reported nano-scale martensite formation by 
strain glass transition in gum metal [10]. What is more, d phase was reported in the gum-like Ti-2448 using 
high energy synchrotron XRD [11]. In our earlier work, various nano-scale structural and compositional 
instabilities have been explored. Three different types of ω phase have been explored including athermal ω 
phase in the as-quenched state Ti-xMo (x=12, 15 and 18) [12], Ti-18Mo-5Al, Ti-20V [13], Ti-5Fe, Ti-5553 
[14] and Ti-2448 [15], isothermal ω phase in the intermediate temperature aged Ti-xMo (x=12, 15 and 18), 
Ti-18Mo-5Al [16], Ti-20V [17] and Ti-5553 [18] and stress-induced ω phase in deformed Ti-2448 [19]. 
Disordered orthorhombic structure O' phase was observed in Ti-26Zr-2Al (at.%) [20], Ti-18Mo [12], Ti-
18Mo-5Al [21], Ti-5553 [22] and Ti-2448 [15]. Ordered orthorhombic structured phase was observed in the 
aged Ti-5553 using both diffraction contrast TEM and Z-contrast HAADF-STEM techniques [22, 23]. 
Incommensurate modulated nanodomains were found in compositionally graded Ti-xFe alloy [24]. 
 
In this paper, the results from studies of nano-scale precipitation in metastable β titanium alloys is presented, 
focusing on three types of nano-scale phases formed by atom shuffles during fast quenching. In the first part 
of this work, nano-scale instabilities, athermal ω phase, O' phase in isomorphous type titanium alloys and 
incommensurate modulated nanodomains in eutectoid type titanium alloys are discussed. The structure of 
these nano-scale instabilities has been investigated using aberration-corrected S/TEM to determine their 
formation mechanisms. The second part of the work is focused on the comparison between nano-scale phases 
present in the isomorphous titanium alloys and those in eutectoid titanium alloys.  
 
Materials and experiments 
The microstructure in a number of different metastable β titanium alloys was investigated in this work using 
advanced electron microscopy. Alloy samples of Ti-12Mo, Ti-15Mo, Ti-18Mo, Ti-18Mo-5Al and Ti-5553 
were provided by TIMET Company; Ti-2448 was provided by the Institute of Metal Research, Chinese 
Academy of Science; Ti-20V, compositionally graded Ti-Fe, Ti-26Nb and Ti-26Nb-2Zr were prepared in the 
laboratory via arc-melting system. All the samples studied were solutionized in the single β phase temperature 
range using conventional tube furnace or electro-thermal-mechanical-tester under vacuum followed by fast 
cooling to room temperature. The heat-treated samples were prepared for scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) analysis using conventional grinding and polishing routines. Thin foils for transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) characterization were prepared from the center of the polished samples, using Dual-Beam 
Focused-Ion-Beam FEI Helios and Nova Nanolab systems, and finally cleaned using Fischione Model 1040 
Nanomill. Diffraction contrast TEM analysis was conducted on Philips CM200 microscope at 200kV or FEI 
Tecnai30 microscope at 300kV. Z-contrast aberration-corrected high angle annular dark field- scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) imaging was performed on probe-corrected FEI Titan 
80-300 at 300kV.  
 
Results 
In all nine different metastable β titanium alloys studied in this work, athermal ω phase has been observed in 
the as-quenched state. One example from Ti-15Mo is shown in Fig. 1, recorded from the β solutionized 
(1000°C for 30 mins) and water quenched sample. In the inset [110]β zone axis selected area diffraction 
(SAD) pattern, clear ω reflections at 1/3 and 2/3 of {112}β are observed. Correspondingly, the dark field 
image obtained from the ω phase reflections marked by the yellow color circle in Fig. 1(a) shows a large 
number density of nano-scale athermal ω phase particles evenly distributed in the parent β phase matrix. The 
structure of one of these athermal ω phase particle is shown in Fig. 1(b) where the incomplete collapse of 
{111}β atom planes can be clearly seen. It is consistent with the observation in Ref. [12] that the solute 
content of Mo governs the degree of plane collapse in athermal ω phase. The orientation relationship between 
ω phase and β phase observed is: (0001)ω // (111)β and [11-20]ω // [1-10]β. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Athermal ω phase in as-quenched Ti-15Mo: (a) TEM SAD pattern and corresponding dark field image 
showing athermal ω phase; (b) Z-contrast HAADF-STEM image and corresponding fast Fourier transformation (FFT) 

showing the structure of athermal ω phase. 
 
O' phase with the disordered orthorhombic structure is observed in Ti-18Mo, Ti-18Mo-5Al, Ti-26Nb-2Zr 
(at%), Ti-5553 and Ti-2448, all in the as-quenched state. One example is shown in Fig. 2 from as-quenched 
Ti-18Mo-5Al. In the inset, the [110]β zone axis selective area diffraction pattern is shown with clear O' 
reflections at 1/2 of {112}β. A large number density of nano-scale O' phase are present in the parent β phase 
matrix together with ω phase particles in the dark field image obtained from selected reflections marked by 
yellow color circle in Fig. 2(a). The structure of several O' phase particles is shown in Fig. 2(b) where a small 
degree of atom shuffle of every other {110}β planes can be observed. The orientation relationship between 
O' phase and β phase observed is: (001)O' // (011)β and [100]O' //[100]β. 
 

 
Figure 2. O' phase in as-quenched Ti-18Mo-5Al: (a) TEM SAD pattern and corresponding dark field image showing O' 

phase; (b) Z-contrast HAADF-STEM image and corresponding FFT showing the structure of O' phase. 
 
The following conclusions regarding O' phase can be summarized:  
(1) O' phase, having a disordered orthorhombic structure, is a nano-scale metastable phase formed in 
isomorphous type β titanium alloy by the shuffling of atoms (shuffling in the <011"> directions on every other 
{011} plane,) when the total solute content of the alloy exceeds a critical value.  
(2) The formation of the O' phase is sensitive to the solute content, and can be accelerated by the addition of 
both substitutional solute, like Zr into Ti-Nb alloy and Al into Ti-Mo alloy, and interstitial solute, like oxygen 
into Ti-Nb alloy, but such solute additions of different elements, such as aluminum and oxygen, is not  
necessary.  
 
Incommensurate modulated domains were observed in the as-quenched state of compositionally-graded Ti-
Fe sample, in the region containing an Fe content of between 13.8% and 33.9% [24]. The diffraction pattern 
and high resolution image in Fig. 3 show an example of the domains in the region near B2/BCC interface. In 
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the [110]β zone axis SAD pattern shown in Fig. 3(a), additional reflections are seen shifted from their regular 
1/3 and 2/3 {112}β positions consistent with the incommensurate modulated domains. The structures of 
several incommensurate modulated domains are shown in Fig. 3(b), where atom columns can be observed 
deviating from the bcc lattice sites without a fixed periodicity.  
 

 
Figure 3. Incommensurate modulated nano-domains in the compositionally graded Ti-Fe sample: (a) TEM SAD pattern 

showing incommensurate modulated nano-domains; (b) Z-contrast HAADF-STEM image and corresponding FFT 
showing incommensurate modulated nano-domains. 

 
Discussion 
As has been shown in the above section, experimental characterization from a variety of metastable β titanium 
alloys clearly indicate that with the increase of solute content in metastable β titanium alloys, including Ti-
12Mo, Ti-15Mo, Ti-18Mo, Ti-18Mo-5Al, Ti-26Nb (at%), Ti-26Nb-2Zr (at%), Ti-5553 and Ti2448, athermal 
ω phase can form in the as-quenched condition by a diffusionless , atom shuffle mechanism. Every two of 
three adjacent {111}β atom planes will shuffle towards each other while the third one is unaltered. In 
isomorphous titanium alloys, such as Ti-18Mo, Ti-18Mo-5Al, Ti-26Nb-2Zr (at%), Ti-5553 and Ti-2448, the 
O' phase with the orthorhombic structure can form together with the athermal ω phase during quenching, by 
the atom shuffling of every other {110}β planes along the <1-10>β direction, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In 
eutectoid titanium alloys, such as Ti-Fe alloy, incommensurate modulated domains form by the mechanism 
of atom shuffle, shown in Fig. 4(b), when the precipitation of the athermal ω phase is suppressed due to the 
significant amount of solute addition. Atoms in the incommensurate modulated domains randomly deviated 
from the bcc lattice but do not exhibit any fixed long-range periodicity.  
 

 
Figure 4. Schematic drawing of pseudo-binary phase diagram for (a) isomorphous Ti alloys and (b) eutectoid Ti alloys 
 
Conclusion 
In this work, three types of nano-scale structural instabilities in isomorphous and eutectoid titanium alloys 
have been systematically studied using advanced characterization techniques, showing that the solute 
concentration (type and amount) plays a critical role in determining the nature of nano-scale structural 

instability. Athermal ω phase can form in both isomorphous and eutectoid titanium alloys; O' phase is formed 
only in isomorphous titanium alloys and can co-exist with athermal ω phase; nanoscaled incommensurate 
modulated domains are observed in eutectoid titanium alloys when the athermal ω phase is suppressed during 
quenching.   
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